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The Mediterraneo turntable was born in 2015 and introduced the second series of turntables after the
Bellagio models. Its unmistakable design of the plinth is based on the concept of resistance by form using the
potential of the catenary curves inspired by the great Italian Renaissance artist Michelangelo Buonarroti. The
multi-awarded Mediterraneo is an example of the extraordinary Italian craftsmanship and illustrates Gold
Note’s vision of the Italian sound. In this dossier you can find some information on the key aspects of the
Mediterraneo Turntable.

Choice of materials, why the Italian Walnut wood?

There are multiple reasons behind the choice of wood.
Wood has pros and cons that are both to be evaluated before choosing to work with it.

PROS:
The Italian Walnut used on Mediterraneo offers some unique advantages when employed on this kind of
source as it is extremely dense but highly dampening at the same time so when you feel the weight of the
deck you know that it comes mostly from the lower plinth. Obviously there are other materials with high
density but none can offer the same dampening effect. So basically it provides stability, insulation and rigidity
to the turntable on its own.
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CONS:
It is very difficult to work with and it takes an extremely talented and skilled craftsman to create unusual
shapes, like the one we need. It is more difficult to find and more expensive.

The shape of the wooden plinth has been developed by Architect Stefano Bonifazi after a thorough research
on structural design. His research brought him to use the mathematics behind “Catenary curves”
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Catenary) to solve two problems at once: giving the best support and
insulation from the environment to the chassis while providing the rigidity and virtual mass of a much heavier
object. The catenary curve of the wooden plinth has been generated by an algorithm that simulates pressure
and it is in fact the very same curve discovered by Galileo and still used in engineering bridges (like the Ponte
Santa Trinita in Firenze https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ponte_Santa_Trinita).

Italian Walnut wood special treatment:
Because of the very precious material used it is necessary working with real aged wood cut in slats, then
treated in a temperature controlled special autoclave where:
- Depending on the humidity of the wood, the slats are kept for a minimum of 72h and up to 168h.
- The pressure applied is 50bar that is 725psi (pound-force per square inch).

Platter clamping design:
As the other design choices, the spindle/bearing system allows the turntable to achieve higher precision and
control over the rotation of the platter. It also increases the overall rigidity of the rotating system and ensures
perfect alignment, in axis damping effect and avoids oscillations. Like the choice of the wood, this long
spindle/bearing system requires very precise processing of the metal parts.

Power supply design:
The Mediterraneo is supplied with a very well calibrated switching power supply. The power is completely
coming from outside the turntable so there are no parts of the power supply placed inside it to avoid
unwanted interaction with each other. We started designing a frictionless, high-efficiency synchronous motor,
then an effective decoupling mount for the motor and finally also developed the electronic controls to
achieve the right amount of torque, power and stability. With such a good and refined motor delivering and
controlling the speed even if the switching power supply we are using at the moment is definitely “over-sized”
resulting in more than enough power to drive the turntable in optimal condition (6 times more powerful than
required by a Mediterraneo to be exact).

You could say that our approach is a bit different: we invested in tailoring the motor and the electronics to
each turntable’s needs and at the same time developed a standard power supply for all our decks. In a certain
way it’s similar to the concept of Alfa Romeo or other car manufacturers (Lotus): instead of using humongous
motors these cars are designed to be efficient and precise.

Anyway we also created a large innovative external power supply (PST-10) optionally available for all our
turntable. The new power supply featuring 4 different transformers is designed using a super inductive &
chokes design guarantees to pump the performance of all Gold Note turntables for unbeatable resolution,
dynamic and musicality.

On board electronics and motor:
Because of the design philosophy explained above we can afford to concentrate everything on the plinth thus
requiring less volume (at the same time obtaining higher density) and simply move away the power supply
from the deck. The motor is decoupled from the chassis through elastomer material and thus acting almost
as a floating element, it is also calibrated differently for different turntables in order to perfectly match the
materials used for the chassis.



Building a Mediterraneo:
The Mediterraneo is composed by 39 different pieces (not including screws or bolts), another 35 pieces just
for the tonearm requiring a total of 5h work to be terminated.

Test & Quality Control:
The Mediterraneo turntable as well as all Gold Note turntables is singularly tested with both MM and MC
cartridges and has its own “certificate of Origin” showing Wow&Flutter, Drift, speed tolerance. Mediterraneo
has three Quality Control tests checking everything including arm, cables and accessories to guarantee every
single unit will perform best for years forward.

Can you replace and upgrade the phono cables?
Yes, we produce some premium versions of the phono cable as an upgrade

Why is your DIN different?
The DIN connector we use is the German DIN standard and differs from the common - at least for the HiFi
industry - SME model. We adopted the standard DIN as it is the “real” DIN and in our opinion it sounded the
best. We use only Hirschmann connectors made in Austria.



MAIN DETAILS
Dimensions: 470mmW | 210mm H | 360mm D
Weight: 20kg
Wow & Flutter: 0,1%
Rumble: -80dB
Speed: 33-1/3 and 45 rpm +/-0,1%
Speed changing: electronic with fine pitch control
Transmission: 70 shore rectified polyvinyl belt
Motor: 12 Volt High Torque synchronous externally
powered
Platter: Ultra Dead Design Sustarin® 45mm
Platter spindle: special Split-Spindle™
Platter bearing: Tungsten 5mm ball bearing with adjustable
brass seat in finely Polished bronze case
Acrylic Dust Cover included

POWER
PST-1 mains supply: 100/115/230V, 50/60Hz auto selection
Power consumption: 27Watt - 1500mA

FINISHES
Lower Plinth
Italian Walnut Hardwood | White or Black Lacquered MDF
all 60mm thick
Upper Plinth
black polished acrylic and S/Steel 23mm thick

WEB SITE
http://www.goldnote.it/mediterraneo

HIGH-RES IMAGES
images are available here:
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/qumzgb8aziu4ujh/AAArllynI_
gFxeEuJBq5BbIta?dl=0
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